Parametric studies of matched filters to enhance the signal-to-noise ratios of LC-MS-MS peaks.
Chromatographic parameters of reference signals employed in matched filter methods have been studied using numerical experiments to improve the signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios of small liquid chromatography (LC) peaks obtained with electrospray tandem mass spectrometers (MS-MS). These parameters include the width, shape, and S/N ratios of chromatographic peaks used as the reference signal profiles. Our results show the effect of reference peak widths on improving the S/N ratio of chromatographic peaks; the influence of reference peak shapes is negligible. To verify simulation results, various reference signals, including analyte peaks of high concentration standards, internal standard peaks, and artificial Gaussian peaks of different widths, have been employed to enhance signal peaks on real liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS-MS) chromatograms via matched filter methods. Our experimental results demonstrate that the S/N ratio enhancement of chromatographic peaks agree with the simulation predictions. These findings, therefore, suggest that regardless of peak shape, a well-smooth peak with a width close to that of the analyte peak is an adequate reference signal, when matched filter methods are used to improve LC-MS-MS chromatograms. Nevertheless, all methods processed LC-MS-MS peaks in this study do not achieve the ideal improvement ratios estimated with simulation results. We attribute this deficiency to spike-like noise, which have considerable low frequency components riding on LC-MS-MS chromatograms. Matched filtering, which works as a low-pass filter in the frequency domain, cannot effectively eliminate low frequency flicker noise contributed by these spikes. In addition, simple median filtering does not provide adequate improvement despite being able to smooth out most spikes in the chromatograms.